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Introdution ParGramIntrodutionParGram (�Parallel Grammar�): NLP projet based on Lexial FuntionalGrammar (LFG)multilingual grammar development projetlarge-sale, robust, parallel omputational grammarsso far:larger grammars for English, German, Frenh, Norwegian, Chinese andJapanesesmaller grammars for Bahasa Indonesian, Malagasy, Turkish and Welsh(reently: ParSem � extends ParGram approah to multilingual,parallel semantis) 4 / 27



Introdution ParGramIntrodution
Possible Appliations:Mahine Translation (made simpler beause of deep analysis andparallelism aross languages).Text Summarization (parsing of large orpora, generation ofsummaries)Question-Answer Systems (parsing of large orpora, generation ofanswers) � suessful ompany built on this (Powerset).
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Introdution ParGramIntrodution
Advantages of the ParGram Approah:LFG allows for a modular arhiteture:morphology, syntax and semantis are enoded at independent levelsproviding neessary �exibilityeah level of analysis uses di�erent types of representations (e.g., treesvs. AVMs vs. logial formula)all of the levels interat, aounting for interations aross modulesan LFG grammar is reversible: a grammar an be used for both parsingand generation
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Introdution ParGramC- and F-StrutureExample: Analysis from our Urdu grammar for the sentene naadiyah hansii
CS 1: ROOT

Sadj

S

KP

NP

N

nAdiyah

VCmain

V

hansI

"nAdiyah hansI"

'hans<[1:nAdiyah]>'PRED

'nAdiyah'PRED

namePROPER-TYPEPROPERNSEM

properNSYN
NTYPE

+SPECIFICSEM-PROP

CASE nom, GEND fem, NUM sg, PERS 31

SUBJ

infl_MTYPE_VMORPH

_RESTRICTED -, _SUBCAT-FRAME V-SUBJ, _VFORM perf
CHECK

unergVERB-CLASSLEX-SEM

ASPECT perf, MOOD indicativeTNS-ASP

CLAUSE-TYPE decl, PASSIVE -, VTYPE main19 7 / 27



Introdution ParGramC- and F-StrutureExample: Analysis from the English ParGram grammar for the senteneNadya laughed
CS 1: ROOT:785

Sadj[fin]:919

S[fin]:914

NP:821

NPadj:746

NPzero:945

N:312

Nadya:1

VPall[fin]:687

VPv[fin]:682

V[fin]:676

laughed:63

PERIOD:118

.:88

"Nadya laughed."

'laugh<[1:Nadya]>'PRED

'Nadya'PRED

_LEX-SOURCE morphology, _PROPER known-nameCHECK

NAME-TYPE first_name, PROPER-TYPE namePROPERNSEM

properNSYN
NTYPE

CASE nom, GEND-SEM female, HUMAN +, NUM sg, PERS 31

SUBJ

V-SUBJ_SUBCAT-FRAMECHECK

MOOD indicative, PERF - _, PROG - _, TENSE pastTNS-ASP

CLAUSE-TYPE decl, PASSIVE -, VTYPE main63
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Introdution ParGramParGram
Advantages of the ParGram Approah:The �parallel� in ParGram means:Analyses should abstrat away from language partiular features asmuh as possible.A ommon set of grammatial features is hosen based on ommondeisions aross a range of di�ering languages.The in-built multilingual perspetive means one avoids pitfalls &shortomings often found in monolingual NLP e�orts.
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Introdution ParGramParGram
Partiulars of Grammar DevelopmentXLE Grammar Development Platform (available by liense fromPARC)integrates: tokenizer (FST), morphologial analyzer (FST), syntatirules (LFG), transfer omponent (Prolog rewriting rules) used formahine translation and semanti onstrutionXLE is written in C; powerful & e�ient
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Introdution Hindi/Urdu GrammarHindi/Urdu grammar at KonstanzA small Hindi/Urdu grammar had already been developed at Konstanz.Hindi/Urdu is the only South Asian language within ParGram;interesting from a typologial point of view.Researh Question: Can the existing small grammar be saled up toa robust and large-sale grammar within the ParGram ontext?Some Challenges:Massive use of omplex prediates (about 30% of any text)Free Word-Order, dropping of arguments (problem for generation)Complex interation between morphology, syntax and semantis (e.g.,tense/aspet, ase marking, redupliation, Ezafe onstrution) 12 / 27



Introdution Hindi/Urdu GrammarExisting Resoures
Muh work on some neessary basi resoures has been done � mostof it at CRULP (fonts, orpora, ditionaries, POS-taggers, et.)Some morphologial analyzers have been worked on � however, whilein priniple these are stand-alone systems, the ParGram ontextassumes ertain types of analyses. So we had to build our own.CRULP has worked on an LFG-based Urdu grammar. However, it wasdesigned for parsing, not generation, so did not deal with word orderor dropped arguments.
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Introdution Hindi/Urdu GrammarUrdu grammar at KonstanzTherefore: projet on saling up the existing small Konstanz Hindi/Urdugrammar and developing additional tools.3 years of fundingo�ial start date: Marh 1st, 2009o�ial end date: February 29th, 2012goals: reah broad overage for Hindi/Urdu grammar (both parsingand generation); develop lexial resoures; build semantis modulethis talk: progress in reahing �rst goal...
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Reent advanes in Grammar Development Disontinuous NP StrutureThe Urdu NP
progress with respet to NP-internal strutureword order of Urdu NP is subjet to variationnew NP rule implementation allows for these variations, using twoXLE-internal tools: shu�e operator, head preedene operator
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Reent advanes in Grammar Development Disontinuous NP StrutureNP Word Ordervalid Urdu NPs; equivalent in meaning:(1) a. sadr =ko haasil muqaddamaat =se istisnaapresident.M.Sg Dat possessed ourt-ases.M.Pl Abl immunity.M.Sg`the immunity from ourt-ases possessed by the president' rareb. muqaddamaat =se sadr =ko haasil istisnaaourt-ases.M.Pl Abl president.M.Sg Dat possessed immunity.M.Sg`the immunity from ourt-ases possessed by the president' more often. sadr =ko muqaddamaat =se haasil istisnaapresident.M.Sg Dat ourt-ases.M.Pl Abl possessed immunity.M.Sg`the immunity from ourt-ases possessed by the president' ommondespite di�ering word order, internal struture is idential:haasil takes sadr =ko as argumentsadr =ko haasil modi�es istisnaaistisnaa takes muqaddamaat =se as argument 17 / 27



Reent advanes in Grammar Development Disontinuous NP StrutureNP Word OrderCloser look at example (1) .:sadr =ko muqaddamaat =se haasil istisnaapresident.M.Sg Dat ourt-ases.M.Pl Abl possessed immunity.M.Sg`the immunity from ourt-ases possessed by the president'sadr ko, argument of haasil is not adjaent to itAP sadr ko haasil `possessed by the president' is a onstituent, but itselements are disontinuouswe �nd a non-member muqaddamaat se between its elementsarguments of both the noun and its adjetive are staked togetherirrespetive of the logial hierarhial struture 18 / 27



Reent advanes in Grammar Development Disontinuous NP StruturePossible GeneralizationsGeneralization #1: Word order is fairly freeGeneralization #2: Arguments must preede their heads(2) a. *haasil muqaddamaat =se sadr =ko istisnaapossessed ourt-ases.M.Pl Abl president.M.Sg Dat immunity.M.Sgb. *sadr =ko haasil istisnaa muqaddamaat =sepresident.M.Sg Dat possessed immunity.M.Sg ourt-ases.M.Pl Abl
→ overall, evidene for �at -struture tree
→ at f-struture, assoiate arguments with their heads based onase/postposition requirements of heads 19 / 27



Reent advanes in Grammar Development Disontinuous NP StrutureOutline of ImplementationCurrently, the Urdu NP struture is implemented using two XLE-internaloperators:1. Shu�e operator: [ XP , XP ℄items separated by the operator are �shu�ed�allows the items to our in any orderrelative order of elements is preserved if no operator is given[A B℄ , [X Y℄A B X YA X Y BX A Y BA X B YX A B YX Y A B 20 / 27



Reent advanes in Grammar Development Disontinuous NP StrutureOutline of ImplementationExerpt from NP rule (simpli�ed, without funtional annotation):NP �> KP* e.g. sadr =ko, muqaddamaat =se, shuffle operatorPP*,(Aord),AP* e.g. haasil (attributive adjetives)Nmod for ompoundsN e.g. istisnaa (NP head),(CPrel). 21 / 27



Reent advanes in Grammar Development Disontinuous NP StrutureOutline of Implementation
2. Head preedene operator: [ f1 >h f2 ℄relation between two (partial) f-struturesboth f-strutures must have headshead of f2 must preede the head of f1 in the -struture treeword assoiated with head of f2 must preede word assoiated withhead of f1
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Reent advanes in Grammar Development Disontinuous NP StrutureOutline of ImplementationExample: (� SUBJ) >h (� SUBJ $ OBL)NPKPNmuqqadamAt Kse Nistisnaa 

SUBJ



PRED `istisnaa<(↑ OBL)>'OBL [PRED `muqqadamAt']



→ head of OBL must preede head of SUBJ! 23 / 27



Reent advanes in Grammar Development Disontinuous NP StrutureOutline of ImplementationExerpt from NP rule:NP �> KP*: e.g. sadr =ko(� ADJUNCT $ OBJ-GO)= !(� ADJUNCT) >h (� ADJUNCT $ OBJ-GO)...KP is an argument of the adjetive haasil (whih in turn is anADJUNCT)therefore, KP is projeted to OBJ-GO funtion within ADJUNCT sethead of OBJ-GO must preede head of ADJUNCT in -strutureor: sadr ko must preede haasil 24 / 27



Reent advanes in Grammar Development Disontinuous NP StrutureSample Struturessadr =ko muqaddamaat =se haasil istisnaapresident.M.Sg Dat ourt-ases.M.Pl Abl possessed immunity.M.Sg`the immunity from ourt-ases possessed by the president'
CS 1: NP

KP

NP

N

s3adr

K

kO

KP

NP

N

muqaddamAt

K

sE

AP

A

h2As3il

N

istis2nA
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Reent advanes in Grammar Development Disontinuous NP StrutureSample Strutures
"s3adr kO muqaddamAt sE h2As3il istis2nA"

'istis2nA<[35:muqaddamah]>'PRED

'muqaddamah'PRED

obl_NMORPHCHECK

CASE inst, GEND masc, NUM pl35

OBL

'h2As2il<[1:s3adr]>'PRED

's3adr'PRED

obl_NMORPHCHECK

countCOMMONNSEM

commonNSYN
NTYPE

CASE dat, GEND masc, NUM sg, PERS 31

OBJ-GO

-_RESTRICTEDCHECK

+GOALLEX-SEM

attributiveATYPE40

ADJUNCT
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Reent advanes in Grammar Development Disontinuous NP StrutureSample Strutures
Note that...using the shu�e operator, the NP rule has been designed to allow forvarying word orderusing the head preedene operator, the head/argument requirementhas been taken are ofdetailed funtional annotation ensures that heads selet for the orretarguments, based on ase/postposition requirements
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